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To call Jill Biden’s dissertation thin gruel is an insult to

gruel. Whatever meager substance puddled in Bob

Cratchit’s miserable bowl at mealtime was a bountiful feast

compared with this paper. I wrote yesterday about the

problems with this capstone project, the foundation of her

Ed.D. degree and of the insistence of so many in recent
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days that we must call her “Dr.”

Mrs. Biden’s only original research consists of interviews

with two — that’s right, two — ex-students and a few

colleagues at Delaware Technical Community College,

where she used to teach, plus the results of a vacuous

questionnaire she wrote that was returned by about 150

people who worked or studied there. Oh, and she also

called two nearby community colleges seeking interviews

about their retention rates. One of them wouldn’t answer

the question; the other wouldn’t assign anyone to speak to

her at all. Telling us about this misadventure serves no

academic purpose, though it does fill up four pages of her

generously spaced paper. The transcripts of her group

chats with campus figures and colleagues take up nearly

30 pages out of 129. The questionnaires eat up another 18

pages.

The dissertation, Student Retention at the Community
College: Meeting Students’ Needs, shimmers with the wan,

term-papery feel of middle school, although in defense of

today’s middle schoolers, they at least know how to use

spell-checking software, unlike Mrs. Biden. Her 2006 paper

notes that at Delaware Tech, her then-employer, a third of

students dissolve into the ether every year, and in order to

pad out her micron-thin proposals, none of which have

anything to support them except her beliefs and anecdotal

evidence (she suggests building a student center and

beefing up the “Wellness Center” while increasing

counseling and mentoring services), she shovels in piles of

drivel. Opinions will differ on which of her efforts is of least

value, but a strong contender presents itself at the

moment when she reaches over for the course catalog on

her desk and quotes at length from page two of its

boilerplate introduction (“The College respects and cares

for students as individuals and maintains a friendly an

open institution which welcomes all students and supports

their aspirations for a better life”). She follows up on this

meaningless prattle by reiterating it in her own insipid

words: “Responding to the current social and economic

morés of the new millennium, Delaware Tech’s mission has
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adapted to meet the needs and goals of today’s students.”

Biden’s landfill of a paper contains potted histories of

things everybody already knows, awkwardly phrased

banalities (“Community colleges offer a myriad of support,”

“As a community college, Delaware Tech mirrors the

national profile of a community college,” “the unique

nature of the classroom allows for a complexity of

problems as well”), and childlike repetition (“This reason is

one of many reasons that support the need for a campus

psychologist.”)

Biden’s style is atrocious, her research is comical, her

reasoning is muddled, and as one finishes the final

vacuous line of this student-newspaper-style exercise (“A

student retention plan requires diligence and effort — but

most of all, leadership”), it is impossible not to be

reminded that the University of Delaware, which granted

Mrs. Biden an Ed.D. in 2007, is deeply connected to her

husband. A more exacting, or even minimally self-

respecting, university would have directed Mrs. Biden’s

paper to the nearest trash receptacle. Jill Biden looks like

yet another member of the Biden family who successfully

leveraged the family name to obtain things of value that

otherwise would have lain far beyond the reach of

someone of such meager talents.

The typos and other miscues begin in the second sentence

of Mrs. Biden’s introduction (“The needs of the student

population are often undeserved [sic], resulting in a

student drop-out rate of almost one third”) unless you

count the table of contents, in which Biden misspells the

word questionnaire. Easing into her subject, she churns

through the reader’s time with undisguised filler such as

block quotations of her then-employer’s mission

statement, press-release blather (“Today, the community

college not only answers the needs of transfer students

but has also emerged to address the needs of career

education, vocational and technical education, contract

training, and community services”) and cutaways to

comparable low-impact thoughts on community colleges

taken from the very small stack of books she skimmed:
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“B.S. Hollinshead, president of a junior college in

Pennsylvania, wrote that the junior college should be ‘a

community college meeting community needs.’ (Cohen &

Brawer, 2003, p. 20).” You don’t say. “Dr. George F. Zook,

president of the American Council on Education in 1946,

echoed Hollinshead’s sentiments . . .” and so on.

I say “skimmed,” but perhaps I’m being unfair. Let’s just

observe that as a scholar, Biden certainly is fortunate:

Again and again, the books she cites turn out to contain a

huge proportion of the material relevant to her discussion

in their first 20 pages. For instance, a book she leans on

heavily to bulk up her word count, A. M. Cohen, F. B.

Brawer, and C. B. Kisker’s The American Community
College, contains material on pages 1, 6, 7, 9, 13, and 20

that she deemed worthy of quotation. (There is also strong

evidence that she read pages 202–207). By an astonishing

coincidence, seven of her 15 quotations from a book about

community colleges by A. A. Witt et al. (and published by

something called “The Community College Press”) come

from the first 15 pages of the book, but we can be sure she

also read pages 96–97 because four of the remainder

come from those pages.

Biden is a writing teacher in dire need of a writing tutor:

“In an effort to obtain upward mobility, returning GIs, [sic]

took the opportunity to enroll in college” is a not-untypical

sentence. She can barely get through a banality without an

unnecessary comma or a spelling mistake and she says

“skyrocket” when she means “plummet”: “Stress, anxiety,

and depression set in when the student succumbs to

feeling overwhelmed. The first sacrifice has to be school;

hence, student retention rates skyrocket if there are no

safeguards in place to help students cope with all they are

trying to handle.”

Biden’s original research of distributing questionnaires and

chatting with a few people on campus is not rigorous work

that demonstrates mastery. It’s more like half a week of

basic reporting. Indeed, given that questionnaires could be

distributed by email, one could conceivably accomplish

more or less everything Biden considers to be her original
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research in a single day. The 37 questions (most of them

yes/no) contained in her student survey solicit such

rudimentary information (“In your opinion, would a

campus psychologist be helpful to students?” And “Have

you ever used the writing center?” And “Has Delaware

Tech provided you the support you need to thrive

socially?”) that they seem more characteristic of the

inquiries of a marketing department than an academic

exploration. Given that actual community-college

marketing departments have presumably done many

larger and more detailed surveys in the past, Biden’s work

looks entirely superfluous. (Biden’s sample size was 159

students, and she gives no indication that this group was

anything other than a self-selecting cadre of those who

sent back answers. She also sent out surveys to 100

faculty members, 69 of whom responded, and seven

guidance counselors, of whom six responded. Is a survey

of six people of any academic value whatsoever? As for

her interviews of dropouts, I remind you that there were

exactly two of them.)

All of Biden’s nominal research, her bromides and

tautologies and unsupported assertions, are all wasted

anyway. The entire paper may be rotten fruit, but it fell off

a poisoned tree, which is Biden’s conceptual confusion. A

professor who expected any rigor whatsoever from Biden

would have drawn a red line through the entire paper and

told her to start over. I’ll explain why in my next column.
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Romney urges sweeping vaccine plan as U.S.
surpasses 20 million COVID-19 cases
WASHINGTON (Reuters) -U.S. Senator Mitt Romney on
Friday urged the U.S. government to immediately enlist
veterinarians, combat medics and others in an all-out…
national campaign to administer coronavirus vaccinations
and slow a surging rise in COVID-19 hospitalizations and
deaths. The Utah Republican, who ran unsuccessfully for
president as his party's nominee in 2012, called for greater
action as the Trump administration fell far short of its goal
of vaccinating 20 million Americans with a first of two
required doses by the end of 2020. As of Friday, the first day
of the new year, an estimated 2.8 million vaccine doses have
actually been given, mostly to front-line healthcare workers
as well as staff and residents of nursing facilities.

BBC

Lisa Montgomery: Only woman on US federal death
row to face execution
A court has ruled that Lisa Montgomery can be executed on
12 January, despite appeals from lawyers.

Millis, Massachusetts: Say Bye To Expenisve Solar
Panels
Do this instead of buying expensive solar panels. It's
absolutely genius. This program has power companies
furious.

Associated Press

Iraq explosives experts working to defuse mine on
oil tanker
Iraqi explosives experts were working to defuse a large mine
discovered on an oil tanker in the Persian Gulf and evacuate
its crew, authorities said Friday. The Iraqi statement said th…
mine had been attached to a tanker rented from Iraq’s Oil
Marketing Company SOMO that was refueling another
vessel. Iraq’s naval forces were making “a great effort to
accomplish the mission” safely, said Iraq's Security Media
Cell, which is affiliated with the country’s security forces.

The Telegraph

Indian Muslims flee their homes after Love Jihad
laws leave them in fear of Hindu neighbours
Nearly 40 Muslim families in the north Indian state of Uttar
Pradesh are planning to flee their village after saying they
had been subjected to a campaign of harassment by a Hind…
nationalist group, one month after laws were passed
criminalising marriage between Hindus and Muslims. On Dec
23, two dozen members of the Bajrang Dal fired bullets at
the house of a Muslim shopkeeper in the village of Mavi
Meera after he refused to give them free cigarettes. The
shopkeeper and his family did not sustain injuries but
members of Mavi Meera's Muslim minority population
immediately decided to leave the village, placing signs on
their homes that read: “This house is on sale. We are
migrating from this village.” Sartaj Alam, 25, was the first to
flee this week with his family, saying they no longer felt safe.
“The Hindu community wants us to vacate the village. They
have been attacking us and harassing us for a long time," he
told the Telegraph. "I left my village with my wife and rented
a house in a Muslim-dominated town. Others are also leaving
the village.” Mavi Meera is home to approximately 600

National Review

The Bill Is Coming Due for China’s ‘Capitalist’
Experiment
The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has re-awoken to a
profound truth: Rich, secure capitalists are the natural
enemies of authoritarian regimes. In a hybrid autocratic-…
capitalist model, capitalism is the means to generate wealth,
but power is the end goal. Successful capitalists naturally
begin to demand that their personal and property rights be
protected from authoritarian fiat. Capital in the hands of
entrepreneurs is a political resource; it poses a threat to the
implementation of centralized plans.Realizing this, the CCP
has begun to assert control over the private sector by

Here's What Full Mouth Dental Implants Should Cost
The Price Of Dental Implants May Actually Surprise You. Research Dental Implants For Seniors
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Report:
Trooper under
investigation
dies in
apparent
suicide during
house search

A Louisiana State
Police trooper
died Wednesda…
in an apparent
suicide as his
colleagues were
searching his
home as part of a
criminal
investigation, law
enforcement
officials told the
Associated Press.

The Week

GOP Sen. Ben Sasse says he hasn't heard 'a single
congressional Republican' dispute the election in
privateRepublican House members and at least one senator are
lining up to oppose President-elect Joe Biden's 2020 win. But
Sen. Ben Sasse (R-Neb.) says that's not what's happening…
behind the scenes.On Jan. 6, when Congress meets to certify
the presidential election results, some Republicans are
planning to object to the results. It's a last-ditch attempt to
overturn Biden's win, after multiple recounts proved it was
legitimate and dozens of court challenges failed to change
the results. But despite all the pressure from his own party,
Sasse wrote in a lengthy Facebook post Thursday that he
won't be joining their "dangerous ploy."Sasse went on on to
break down what he thinks is the "truth" about the Jan. 6
certification, as well as voter fraud in the 2020 election. For
starters, it's not only "unwise" for Congress to oppose the
results; there are no state election results "in doubt" either,
Sasse wrote. And after analyzing several court battles and
fraud allegations, he came to the same conclusion as former
Attorney General William Barr: There was no large-scale
fraud that could've changed the election results.Privately,
Sasse said his fellow Republicans agree. "I haven't heard a
single Congressional Republican allege that the election
results were fraudulent —not one," Sasse wrote. "Instead, I
hear them talk about their worries about how they will 'look'
to President Trump's most ardent supporters." But while
these "ambitious politicians" see their opposition efforts as
"a quick way to tap into the president's populist base
without doing any real, long-term damage," they're wrong,
Sasse continued. And if they don't start working with
Democrats to "rebuild trust" in self-government, "we're going
to turn American politics into a Hatfields and McCoys
endless blood feud — a house hopelessly divided," Sasse
finished.More stories from theweek.com Mitch McConnell's
amazing filibuster of his own bill 4 predictions for 2021 5
cartoons about the end of a very, very bad year

Miami Herald

Florida Supreme Court delivers the ‘Holy Grail of
lawsuit reform’ in Thursday ruling
The Florida Supreme Court on Thursday revamped a key
legal standard as its conservative majority continued to
show a willingness to undo previous decisions that have…
guided the state’s courts.

Multiple Myeloma Symptoms You May Regret
Missing
Multiple Myeloma indicators may be more subtle than you
think. Look for multiple myeloma warning signs and
symptoms.

Reuters

Philippines to ban U.S. travellers from Sunday
The Philippines will prohibit the entry of foreign travellers
from the United States from Sunday after the more
infectious new variant of the coronavirus was detected in…
Florida. The travel ban, lasting until Jan. 15, covers those who
have been to the United States within 14 days preceding
arrival in the Philippines, President Rodrigo Duterte's
spokesman said in a statement. The measure expands the
travel restriction that Manila announced on Tuesday, which
initially covered passengers from 19 countries and territories
and took effect from midnight of Dec. 29.

The Telegraph

US admits vaccination rollout is slower than hoped -
and 'normality' may not return until autumn
The US government has admitted its coronavirus vaccine
rollout is going too slowly, as the country's top infectious
disease expert warned the nation may not reach "some…
semblance of normality" until the autumn. As of Thursday
morning, just 2.8 million Americans had received a Covid-19
vaccine, far short of the government's goal of immunising 20
million people this month. The rollout has been particularly
slow moving in nursing homes, where only 170,000 residents
had been vaccinated as of December 30, despite patients in
the facilities being among the most vulnerable to the virus. It
comes as a more infectious coronavirus strain first detected
in the UK has been identified in Colorado and California.
Neither patient identified with the strain has a known travel
history, leading to concerns the new strain was already
spreading within those communities.

Associated Press

Trump returns to White House early, offers year-end
message
President Donald Trump delivered a year-end video message
Thursday after returning early from vacation, highlighting his
administration’s work to rapidly develop a vaccine against…
COVID-19 and rebuild the economy. As the end of his
presidency neared, Trump cut short his stay at his Mar-a-
Lago club in Florida and got back to the White House a day
ahead of schedule. Upon his return, Trump released a video
message over Twitter to underscore his administration’s

Trail Cam Pics Will Make You Fidget In Your Seat
These cams are consistently on the clock, waiting for the
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perfect shot of trail cam photos, especially during hunting
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New York
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loses liquor
license after
'Covid conga
line' party

Video captured
dancing, mask-
less Republicans…
partying at Il
Bacco in Queens.

Reuters

'Cheap trick': China rebuffs latest Taiwan offer of
talks
China has rebuffed the latest offer of talks from Taiwan,
saying the government was engaging in a "cheap trick" and
provocation by seeking confrontation with China at every…
turn. Taiwan is ready to have "meaningful" talks with China
as equals as long as they are willing to put aside
confrontation, President Tsai Ing-wen said on Friday, offering
another olive branch to Beijing in her New Year's speech.
China views the democratic and self-governed island as its
own territory, and cut off a formal talks mechanism in 2016
after Tsai was first elected, viewing her as a separatist bent
on a formal declaration of independence.

The Telegraph

Teachers demand that all schools stay closed
Teaching unions have demanded the closure of every school
in the country after Gavin Williamson caved in to pressure to
shut all primaries in London. The Education Secretary was…
forced into a U-turn after councils threatened legal action
over his decision to keep some schools in the capital open.
The move raises the prospect that pupils in other areas
could also be kept at home, as a leading union insisted that
"what is right for London is right for the rest of the country".
Dr Mary Bousted, the joint general secretary of the National
Education Union, said the Government had corrected "an
obviously nonsensical position", adding that ministers must
"do their duty" by closing all primary and secondary schools
to contain the virus. The union is holding an emergency
meeting on Saturday to discuss the "chaos which is engulfing
our schools". It left the Government's policy on school
reopenings in tatters just two days after Mr Williamson had
resisted pressure from Cabinet colleagues to close schools
on a region-by-region basis. The development comes after
government scientific advisers warned that the spread of the
new strain of coronavirus was unlikely to be halted if schools
reopened, while an Imperial College study published on
Friday said it may not be possible to "control transmission" if
children go back to classes as planned. There were fresh
warnings on Friday night that the closure of schools to all
but vulnerable children and the children of key workers will
prove disastrous for students' education, with new questions
about whether exams will go ahead as planned later in the
year.

Start Putting Dishwasher Tablets In Your Shower
If you aren't putting dishwasher tablets in your shower
already, you should start...

Associated Press

Iran general warns US: Military ready to respond to
pressure
The top commander of Iran's paramilitary Revolutionary
Guard said Friday that his country was fully prepared to
respond to any U.S. military pressure as tensions between…
Tehran and Washington remain high in the waning days of
President Donald Trump’s administration. Gen. Hossein
Salami spoke at a ceremony at Tehran University
commemorating the upcoming one-year anniversary of the
U.S. drone strike in Baghdad that killed Revolutionary Guard
Gen. Qassem Soleimani, who headed the expeditionary Quds
force, on Jan. 3, 2020. At the time, Iran retaliated by
launching a ballistic missile strike on a military base in Iraq
that caused brain concussion injuries to about 100 U.S.
troops.

Military.com

1st Female Green Beret Faces 'Minor Misdemeanor'
Charge for Accidentally Firing Gun, Police Say
The soldier graduated from the Special Forces Q Course,
becoming the first woman to earn the Special Forces tab.

NBC News

Los Angeles County prosecutors file lawsuit against
new district attorney over justice reform efforts
"The directives violate California law," the union representing
deputy district attorneys said about an order to abandon
many sentencing enhancements.
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Top Doctor: "This Fruit Is A Weight Loss Wonder"
America's Top Dietician, Dr. KellyAnn, explains the
connection between this one fruit and your battle against
weight gain

Reuters

AstraZeneca expects to supply two million doses of
COVID-19 vaccine every week in UK -The Times
AstraZeneca expects to supply two million doses of the
vaccine in total by next week, the newspaper reported, citing
an unnamed member of the Oxford-AstraZeneca team. The…
report comes after Britain on Wednesday approved the
Oxford-AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine, hoping that rapid
action will help it stem a record surge of infections driven by
a highly contagious form of the virus. Prime Minister Boris
Johnson has ordered 100 million doses for the country as
part of an agreement with the company.

The Telegraph

Emmanuel Macron uses new year's message to say
Brexit was born of 'many lies and false promises'
Emmanuel Macron used his new year's message to accuse
Brexit of having been born of a European malaise and "many
lies and false promises". In the French president’s annual…
address to the people of France, Mr Macron questioned the
strength of Britain's sovereignty following its departure from
the European Union, which was officially completed at 11pm
on New Year’s Eve. Giving the speech from the Elysee Palace,
Paris, he said: “The United Kingdom remains our neighbour
but also our friend and ally. This choice of leaving Europe,
this Brexit, was the child of European malaise and lots of lies
and false promises.” It comes after Downing Street recently
accused Mr Macron of standing in the way of a deal because
he was playing to his domestic audience ahead of elections
in 18 months’ time.

Politico

Pence may choose 2020 election winner ‘as he sees
fit,’ Gohmert says in court filing
Gohmert’s new brief contends that the Constitution
effectively makes Pence the sole arbiter of which electoral
votes to count during the Jan. 6 session of Congress to…
certify the election.
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